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Snaptron Sustainability Report 

Sustainability at Snaptron: Local Sourcing, Global Impact 

Introduction: 
As leaders in the tactile switch market, Snaptron recognizes the imperative role of 
sustainability in shaping a more promising future for our planet. Our commitment to 
sustainability is deeply ingrained in every facet of our operations. Witness how Snaptron's 
innovation and environmental consciousness converge harmoniously. 

Why Sustainability Matters: 
Amidst the unprecedented challenges of climate change and resource scarcity, 
sustainability transcends a mere choice – it emerges as a fundamental necessity. Snaptron 
acknowledges the influence of our business on both the environment and society. By 
embracing sustainable practices, we assume the responsibility of preserving our planet and 
bequeathing a lasting legacy for generations to come. 

Our Sustainability Principles: 

1. Environmental Stewardship: 
At Snaptron, every decision underscores our commitment to environmental preservation. 
We prioritize energy-efficient solutions, proactively minimize waste generation, and 
vigilantly prevent pollution. These concerted endeavors collectively contribute to our 
ongoing mission of reducing our ecological footprint. 

2. Innovation for the Future: 
Innovation stands as our beacon for addressing global challenges and shaping a future 
where process improvements and advancements in technology are central. Through 
relentless research and development, we harness innovative solutions that cater to present 
needs and anticipate future demands.  
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3. Social Responsibility: 
Ethical conduct and inclusivity are the cornerstones of Snaptron's business ethos. We 
uphold transparent, ethical business practices, champion human rights, and take proactive 
strides to enhance the well-being of the communities we engage with. 

Our Sustainability Initiatives: 

1. Local Material Sourcing: 
Snaptron takes pride in embracing local material sourcing whenever feasible. By curtailing 
transportation distances, we mitigate carbon emissions and bolster local economies. We 
take pride in sourcing all our raw materials in the United States. With this, we support job 
growth in our local economy. 

2. Energy Efficiency: 
Snaptron ardently pursues energy efficiency. Our 42,000 sq ft facility is outfitted with 
cutting-edge technologies that optimize energy consumption, thus contributing to a 
diminished carbon footprint. The majority of our production equipment is custom 
designed to run on low voltage and is turned off when not in use – reducing our overall 
energy footprint. 

3. Waste Reduction and Recycling: 
Waste is but a resource out of context. Snaptron remains committed to reducing waste at 
every stage of operations. Our robust recycling programs repurpose materials, 
perpetuating their utility. This encompasses everything from energy sources to metal 
reclamation. For example, testing our products in the earliest stages of our production 
process, helps us catch issues early and significantly reduces our metal waste. 

4. Supply Chain Sustainability: 
Sustainability thrives through collective effort. We collaborate closely with suppliers who 
champion ethical sourcing, just labor practices, and sustainable methods throughout the 
supply chain.  
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5. Employee Engagement: 
Our employees serve as catalysts for transformative change. Empowered to contribute to 
our sustainability initiatives, they cultivate a culture of environmental consciousness within 
Snaptron. 

6. Community Outreach: 
Our commitment transcends business horizons. Snaptron actively fosters tangible positive 
changes within our Windsor, Colorado, community through partnerships, educational 
endeavors, and community projects. 

Our Mission to Snap into the Future 
Snaptron is molding the future by embracing sustainability today. Through the 
combination of environmental consciousness, innovation, and social responsibility, we aim 
to forge a path toward a more sustainable and equitable world. 

About Snaptron: 

Snaptron is the premier global manufacturer of tactile dome switches. Trusted by 
engineers worldwide for over 30 years, Snaptron manufactures metal dome switches, 
metal dome arrays, and related automation and test equipment. Our mission is to provide 
switch solutions that meet your needs and exceed your expectations. 
 


